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(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). This matching folio features 11 songs from the 16-year-old

country-pop singer's debut album: Cold as You * Mary's Song (Oh My My My) * Our Song * The

Outside * Picture to Burn * A Place in This World * Should've Said No * Stay Beautiful * Teardrops

on My Guitar * Tied Together with a Smile * Tim McGraw.
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Great has everything I needed. Chords, notes, TABS yeah, but also has strumming patterns and

finger to use.

All the notes matchup with the words and the tab matches with the notes. The chords that are used

are shown at the beginning of each song in case you don't know them. The strum patterns are fairly

easy to follow except sometime at the beginning of the songs the strum pattern is confusing

because sometimes there are two and you don't know which one to use.

love it and great shipping

I gave this a 4 out of 5. I am not an expert but the book is very thin... I guess I expected a larger

book. Its music and there are limited songs for beginners. I purchased this as a gift for a girl whose

name I picked off a christmas tree for the holidays. She wanted a guitar which I purchased and I



thought she would love this book too! I think it was a great combination.

As an adult parent who began learning guitar almost a year ago, I have been looking for more song

books to expand my playing. I selected this one also hoping to give my daughter some motivation to

pick up the guitar also. While I've found this book to be complete and accurate, including song intros

and the correct key to play along with Taylor's CD if you want, most of the material is beyond my

intermediate skills. It is definitely not for an actual beginner. Don't get me wrong: I still give the book

4 stars. I will keep it and one day I will be able to play the songs effectively, and maybe my daughter

will also. I just wanted to point out that this is not a good book for a beginner or maybe even

intermediate guitarist. Based on the other reviews, maybe I'll break out my electronic keyboard and

see if I can re-learn the piano, as well as guitar.

This is a great songbook for beginners as it gives you the option to read the music via notes or tab,

and also gives you the chords so you can practice different strumming patterns. The tab is simple

and very easy to follow and the book even includes various strumming patterns and advises you

which one you need to use for each song. Overall a very good book for a new guitar player, or a

more experienced one who just wants something easier to play.

10 yr old loves it.

I can't wait for my daughter to get better at guitar so she can learn from this book. Nice music book
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